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Plain Bob 

Introduction 

Plain Bob (PB) is an even bell method.  Even bell methods have dodging in any or all of the 

following positions, 1-2, 3-4, 5-6 etc.  Odd bell methods have dodging in any or all of 4-5,  

6-7 etc.  Despite this, plain hunting even bell methods can often be rung on odd numbers of 

bells and odd bell methods on even numbers of bells.  This is done by having 4 blows at the 

back end of the change; i.e. 4 blows in 5ths in PB doubles or 4 blows in 6ths in Grandsire 

Minor. 

Because PB is an even bell method, this paper looks primarily at PB Minimus (4 bells) and 

PB Minor (6 bells). 

Definition 

“Plain Bob is Plain Hunting with seconds made when the treble leads.” 

This can be seen by looking at the course of PB Minimus or the first 2 leads of PB Minor 

below. 

1234      123456 

2143      214365 

2413      241635 

4231      426153 

4321  1 lead    462513 

3412      645231 

3142      654321 

1324      563412 

1342  Lead end   536142 

3124      351624 

3214      315264 (Lead ends are underlined) 

2341      132546 

2431      135264 

4213      312546 

4123      321456 

1432      234165 

1423      243615 

4132      426351 

4312      462531 

3421      645213 

3241      654123 

2314      561432 

2134      516342 

1243      153624 

1234      156342 

When the treble is not leading, all the other bells just plain hunt.  Only when the treble leads 

does anything else happen.  Because one bell makes seconds, all the other bells have to do 
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something else; they have to dodge.  A dodge involves taking 1 step back and then carrying 

on the same direction. 

How to learn the method 

There are several different ways of learning methods; no one way is correct and most 

experienced ringers will use different ways to varying extents in different methods.  The 2 

most common approaches to learning methods are the “blue line” and “ringing by the rules”. 

Experienced ringers will usually ring PB by the rules.  The rules are very simple; you plain 

hunt until the treble leads and then either make seconds or do a dodge.  The key is that you 

need to know when the treble is leading! 

The “blue line” is the path followed by all the bells, except the treble, from rounds at the 

beginning to rounds at the end; the plain course.  Because we don’t put in all the numbers, 

we can foreshorten the line as below. 

PB Minimus     PB Minor 

 

 

  3-4 down       

          3-4 down 

 

  3-4 up    

          5-6 down 

 

 

 

  2nds        5-6 up 

 

 

 

 

          5-6 up 

 

 

 

          2nds 

 

Assuming that you can plain hunt reliably, all you have to do is learn what order the pieces of 

work come in.  For Minor that is, from the 2nd, 3-4 down, 5-6 down, 5-6 up, 3-4 up, 2nds.  

There is a clear pattern here so it is not too difficult to learn. 
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Another way of looking at this by what is called the “circle of work” as follows: 

 

Next you need to learn the “place bells”.  Look at the first lead end of PB Minor.  The change 

is 135264 (underlined).  The next lead is just plain hunting to the next dodge starting from 

this change.  We say that the 3rd is 2nds place bell, the 5th is 3rds place bell, the 2nd is 4ths 

place bell, the 6th is 5ths place bell and the 4th is 6ths place bell.  The place bell is where that 

number bell starts the plain course.  You should always know where every bell starts.  If you 

make a mistake, conductors will often tell you what place bell you are, expecting you know 

what that place bell does, or they may say where the lead end is so that, if you know which 

place bell you are going to be, you can get yourself right or help to get someone else right.  

Knowing your place bells is also very helpful in ringing bobs and singles, splicing methods 

and learning more complex methods, so it is a good thing to get used to doing. 

There are then some useful signposts which you can look out for.  Experienced ringers are 

always looking for signposts when they learn a new method.  The most common are the 

treble and your course and after bells (see separate paper on coursing). 

In PB, as in all treble hunting based methods, the treble is the most useful signpost.  

Because the treble leading is a defining feature of the method, where you pass the treble is 

fixed in relation to each piece of work.  

Look at the PB Minimus written out on page 1.  From where you pass the treble until the 

treble leads will give you a guide to when to dodge or make places.  If the treble turns you 

from the lead, then it is leading so you must make seconds immediately.  If you pass the 

treble in 2-3 then it has 2 blows before it leads and so you have to hunt for another 2 blows 

before dodging so you dodge 3-4 up.  If you turn the treble from the back, you will then 

course down after the treble until it leads so at the treble’s handstroke lead you will be in 

3rds and will dodge back into 4ths at backstroke. 

Now write out the plain course of PB Minor change by change, look at the relationship 

between your chosen bell and the treble and see where you pass the treble before each 

piece of work.  See how they progress. 

3-4 down 
dodge

5-6 down 
dodge

5-6 up 
dodge

3-4 up 
dodge

make 
2nds
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Your course and after bells are also useful signposts.  On the course of PB Minor you have 

already written out, in addition to your chosen bell, draw in the line for your course bell and 

see how they move together.  You will turn your course bell from the lead every time and, 

except when the treble is there, your after bell will turn you from the lead.  Similarly, except 

when the treble is there, you will turn your course bell from the back and your after bell will 

turn you from the back.  Thus your 5-6 up dodge is always with your course bell and your 5-6 

down dodge is always with your after bell.  At a bob or single, the coursing order will change 

so your course and/or after bells may or may not change. 

Finally, it is worth noting that, if you are making places in any position when the treble leads, 

that is a point of symmetry so what you do next is the same as what you’ve just done but in 

reverse.  For example, if you are making 2nds when the treble leads, what you did 

previously was a 3-4 up dodge so what you do next is a 3-4 down dodge. 

Ringing the method 

OK, so you now know the method and the signposts.  How about the physical ringing of the 

method?   

By now you will recognise that, in plain hunting, you have to change the speed of ringing 

depending on whether you are leading or lying, hunting out (up) or hunting in (down). 

563412  Looking at the changes around the first lead end of PB Minor, 

536142  consider the 2nd.  It starts by lying behind at normal rounds speed 

351624  and there are 5 other bells which strike between its 2 consecutive 

315264  A  blows in 6ths.  It then starts to hunt down from the back; count the 

132546  B  number of bells which strike between its successive blows in 6ths and 

135264  C  5ths or 5ths and 4ths and you will see that it is only 4.  That is a 20%  

312546  D  increase in speed.  If you look at the 5th going the other way you will  

321456  see that between its 2 consecutive blows in 2nds then 3rds, there are  

234165  6 bells striking, i.e. a 20% reduction in speed from rounds. 

243615  Now let’s look at the dodge in 3-4.  At rows A and B the second  

   is hunting down at 20% faster than rounds speed.  At row C it moves 

back up into 4ths place which means that it has to hold up and, in 1 blow, go from 20% 

faster than rounds to 20% slower than rounds; a change of 40% .  This is a huge change in 

speed requiring precise bell control.  It then goes back to the fast speed again at row D; 

another huge change of speed.   

Please note:  In even bell methods, the dodges happen at backstroke so rows B and D are 

handstrokes and rows A and C are backstrokes. 

If you now look at the 5th, it does exactly the opposite from the second, i.e. it goes from 

ringing 20% slower than rounds speed at rows A and B to ringing at 20% faster than rounds 

speed at Row C and then back to slow again at row D. 

I know I go on about moving on the tail end of the rope in order to change speed, but this is 

why!  Without changing the length of the rope, you cannot hope to place the bell accurately 

through the dodges in PB.  Furthermore, since PB is the simplest method, you are unlikely to 

be able to progress beyond PB because you will not have the bell control skills to be able to 

cope with more complex methods. 
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563412  

536142 

351624 

315264  A  Bob called 

132546  B 

123564  CB  

215346  DB 

251436 

524163 

542613 

 

Beyond the Plain Course 

A plain course of PB Minimus gives you 24 changes, all the possible changes on 4 bells.  A 

plain course of PB Doubles gives 40 changes out of a possible 120 and a plain course of PB 

Minor gives 60 changes out of a possible 720.  We therefore need to be able to do 

something to get the other changes. 

A “bob” swaps round 3 bells, i.e. abc becomes bca.  Three bobs in the same place in PB 

doubles will therefore give 3x40=120 changes.  In minor it is only possible to obtain 360 

changes with bobs only and in order to get at the other 360 we need to use a different 

variation.  A “single” swaps over 2 bells (or a single pair).  In order to ring beyond the plain 

course we therefore need to know what to do when the conductor calls a bob or single, what 

effect the call will have and what we have to do subsequently. 

Bobs 

A bob in PB is called when the treble is at backstroke in 2nds immediately before leading 

and the effect happens at the following backstroke, i.e. at the lead end.  Instead of having 

2nds made as at a plain lead, 4ths are made at a bobbed lead as follows: 

The changes are the same until the treble’s backstroke lead when, 

instead of the 3rd making 2nds, the 5th makes 4ths so that the lead end 

is 123564 (row CB) instead of 135264 as it would have been at a plain 

lead end. 

What happens as a result of the bob only affects the bells in 4ths place 

and below; the bells in 5-6 are unaffected.  Because 4ths are being 

made when the treble is leading, the 2 bells between 1sts and 4ths 

have to plain hunt or, as we normally call it, “run in” (the 2nd here) or 

“run out” (the 3rd here).  So we have 3 bells affected by the bob, one 

runs in, one runs out and one makes 4ths.  We call making 4ths 

“making the bob”.   

What tends to catch people out when they first start ringing bobs is that they don’t know what 

to do after the bob.  In PB it is quite easy to learn this by rote, but a better system is to think 

what place bell you are at the lead end because, if you’ve learnt the method properly, you 

will know the place bells.  In the example shown here, look at the lead end (CB) and you will 

see that the 2nd is 2nds place bell, the 3rd is 3rds place bell and the 5th is 4ths place bell.  So 

the 2nd will start the next lead as if it was starting from the beginning of the plain course as 

will the 3rd.  The 5th will ring the next lead as though it was the 4th at the beginning of the 

plain course, and don’t forget that, as it is making places, it is a point of symmetry and will 

now do in reverse what it has just done, i.e. dodge 5-6 down at the next lead end.  In the 

vast majority of methods bobs are made, usually in 4ths, when the treble leads so this 

symmetry applies.  

Singles 

Singles are easier than bobs because they only affect 2 bells.  In PB the bell making 2nds is 

unaffected and we also have a bell making 4ths like at a bob.  This leaves 1 bell trapped 

between the bells making 2nds and 4ths which has no choice but to make 3rds. 
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Looking at this you can see that the 3rd makes 2nds just as it 

would at a plain lead and the 5th makes 4ths just as at a 

bobbed lead.  The 2nd however has to make 3rds from the 

back.  As with a bob, the bells in 5-6 are unaffected. 

So now, looking at the lead end (row CS) the 3rd is 2nds 

place bell, the 2nd is 3rds place bell and the 5th is 4ths place 

bell.  The overall effect has been to swap over bells 2 and 5. 

 

 

Finally, you will realise that, as a bob or single swaps bells round, so the order in which you 

pass them, the “coursing order”, will have changed.  This new coursing order will apply until 

the next bob or single so try to see what the new order is and, in particular, which your 

course and after bells are. 

And Finally! 

If there is anything in this paper which you do not understand, please ask me or any other 

experienced ringer; we all want to help you.  Please also feel free to make changes which 

make it clearer for you, but make sure that any changes are correct! 

 

Robert Wood 

December 2012 

563412  

536142 

351624 

315264  A  Single called 

132546  B 

132564  CS  

315246  DS 

351426 
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543612 


